Abstract: An electron diffraction technique called D-STEM has been developed in a transmission electron microscopy/scanning transmission electron microscopy~TEM/STEM! instrument to obtain spot electron diffraction patterns from nanostructures, as small as ;3 nm. The electron ray path achieved by configuring the pre-and postspecimen illumination lenses enables the formation of a 1-2 nm near-parallel probe, which is used to obtain bright-field/dark-field STEM images. Under these conditions, the beam can be controlled and accurately positioned on the STEM image, at the nanostructure of interest, while sharp spot diffraction patterns can be simultaneously recorded on the charge-coupled device camera. When integrated with softwares such as Gatan TM STEM diffraction imaging and Automated Crystallography for TEM or Digistar TM , NanoMEGAS, the D-STEM technique is very powerful for obtaining automated orientation and phase maps based on diffraction information acquired on a pixel by pixel basis. The versatility of the D-STEM technique is demonstrated by applying this technique to nanoparticles, nanowires, and nano interconnect structures.
INTRODUCTION
The unique mechanical, optical, electrical, chemical, and magnetic properties of nanomaterials~Andrieveski & Glezer, 2001; Kumar et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2004; Herzer, 2005; Lund & Schuh, 2005 ! are quite often strongly affected by their crystal structure and orientation. In this regard, electron diffraction is a powerful technique to acquire structure, strain, and texture-related information at the nanoscale. However, the acquisition of spot diffraction patterns from individual nanostructures~for example, a nanoparticle! within an ensemble of these structures~a group of nanoparticles! is currently a challenging task, even for modern instruments. The major problem is to fully automate the acquisition of spot diffraction patterns such that precise and reliable indexing can be used to determine local crystallographic orientation from an ensemble of individual nanostructures with sizes as small as 3 nm. In this regard, softwares for automatic indexing of diffraction patterns require sharp spot patterns and do not work with diffraction disks. Therefore, to automate the diffraction analysis from an ensemble of nanostructures, the sample must be illuminated with a beam that is both localized and parallel.
This article presents an improved method of doing such work.
Typically, selected area electron diffraction~SAED! has been used to obtain spot diffraction patterns from crystals. However, the volume that can be sampled using this technique is defined by the size of the aperture inserted in the image plane of the objective lenses. This leads to an effective probe size of a few hundred nanometers, which makes SAED unsuitable for obtaining diffraction information from individual nanostructures, within a dense cluster of such structures.
Improvements in spatial resolution have been achieved by limiting the area of illumination on the specimen. In the transmission electron microscopy~TEM! mode, a quasiparallel nanobeam @TEM/nanobeam electron diffractioñ NBD!# or a convergent beam @TEM/convergent beam electron diffraction~CBED!# may be produced on the specimen. The TEM/NBD technique enables the formation of spots in the diffraction pattern and subsequent easy indexing. However, in conventional TEM/NBD mode, the scanning coils of the microscope are not employed and thus automation is not possible. This makes the technique unsuitable for rapidly performing analysis on a large number of nanostructures. In addition, in TEM/NBD mode, it is difficult to find the nanosized beam on the dark background and be sure that it is positioned exactly on the nanostructure of interest.
On the other hand, the TEM/CBED method gives rise to discs at the diffraction plane. The convergent incidence of the beam may also result in dynamical effects, such as Kikuchi lines in the diffraction pattern. These can mask the diffraction disks and also create intensity variations within the disks that can make the process of automated indexing extremely challenging due to problems arising during crosscorrelation and pattern matching. Furthermore, while performing automated diffraction analysis on randomly oriented polycrystalline grain structures, disc overlaps may occur, which also create intensity variations within the discs. This issue becomes more relevant while analyzing higher order zone axis projections.
Furthermore, both TEM/NBD and TEM/CBED require frequent toggling between the image and diffraction modes. This can be a potential cause for beam shifts, which is a significant problem affecting position accuracy of the probe on the specimen.
In the particular case of CBED, the scanning transmission electron microscopy~STEM! mode can also be employed~STEM/CBED!. In this fashion, it is possible to obtain a scanned image using a convergent probe, while acquiring diffraction patterns without the need for switching between the image and diffraction modes. This improves the accuracy with which a region can be selected. However, the presence of discs at the diffraction plane will still pose indexing and disk-overlap related problems, making the automation process very challenging.
To address the aforementioned problems, Cowley et al. Cowley, 1999; Cowley et al., 2000! showed that the use of a convergent beam in the STEM mode, combined with the use of a small aperture and optimum defocus of the electron beam on the specimen, reduced the size of the diffraction discs, thereby reducing disc overlaps. Cowley associated coherent electron nanodiffraction with STEM imaging and applied the technique to investigate the structure and symmetry of nanostructures close to 1 nm~Cowley, 1999 1 nm~Cowley, , 2004 !. An important requirement for this technique was to employ fast recording speeds with high accuracy. The requirement for speed was imposed by the difficulties in maintaining specimen stability due to radiation damage, mechanical vibration, and drift~Cowley, 1996!. Kolb et al. 2007 ! used this approach in a Technai F-30 field emission gun~FEG! TEM/STEM equipped with a small condenser aperture~10 mm! to obtain a quasi-parallel beam for coherent electron diffraction while in STEM mode and generated probe sizes between 15-50 nm at the specimen. Similarly, He and Nelson~2007! developed a nanoarea parallel beam diffraction STEM method on a Libra 200 FEG microscope, using Kohler illumination. By altering the condenser defocus, a parallel electron beam of 80 nm diameter was achieved on the specimen. Although these methods are capable of obtaining spot patterns from individual nanostructures, the relatively large beam diameters still pose challenges for obtaining isolated diffraction information from a dense ensemble of small nanoscale crystals. In addition, a beam shift while switching between convergent and parallel illumination modes is another persistent problem.
To mitigate the aforementioned drawbacks, Alloyeau et al.~2008! have recently proposed a method for combining STEM and NBD illumination on a JEOL 2010F TEM/ STEM. Using the four-stage condenser system @C1, C2, C3, and condenser mini~CM! lens#, the microscope is first aligned in NBD mode to obtain a quasi-parallel probe size of 1-2 nm on the specimen plane. It must be noted that in the JEOL 2010F instrument, C2 refers to the condenser aperture. Subsequently, the instrument is switched to the STEM mode, keeping the lens configuration unaltered for imaging purposes, while the Ronchigram is used to correct for the astigmatism of the probe. Although this technique is effective in producing a nanosized probe, the use of the Ronchigram for alignment purposes under a quasi-parallel convergence angle below 1 mrad! probe is very challenging. First, the CM lens introduces relatively large threefold astigmatism~Voyles & Muller, 2002!, which cause distortions of the Ronchigram. Second, to make the Ronchigram more visible, the strength of the objective lens has to be changed thereby altering the quasi-parallel illumination condition on the specimen. These issues become very critical when automated acquistion of spot diffraction patterns and accurate indexing at the nanoscale is desirable.
In the current work, we describe the implementation of a diffraction-imaging technique in a modified STEM configuration, called D-STEM. The D-STEM technique is capable of achieving a near-parallel probe of size ;1-2 nm. This probe can be scanned to produce both bright-field and dark-field STEM images. Subsequently, the probe can be positioned on the image at the nanostructure of interest, as small as 3 nm, to obtain sharp spot diffraction patterns from zero-~0D!, one-~1D!, two-~2D!, and three-dimensional 3D! nanomaterials. The objectives of this technique are similar to the one developed by Alloyeau et al.~2008!. However, significant variations are incorporated in the D-STEM technique. In particular,~1! the beam alignment procedure is considerably faster and more effective in reducing image distortions, which improves precision and accuracy,~2! the optimized ray path results in sharper maxima at the back focal plane of the objective lens, and~3! when equipped with the Gatan TM software "STEM Diffraction Imaging"~SDI! and Automated Crystallography for TEM ACT! or Digistar TM , NanoMEGAS, a modern TEM/STEM with a four stage condenser system can be used to acquire automated diffraction patterns from ensemble of nanostructures on a pixel by pixel basis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

TEM/STEM Specimen Preparation
Different specimen preparation techniques were employed to obtain diffraction related information from 0D, 1D, and STEM Electron Diffraction Technique 615 2D nanomaterials. As-received silver and boron nitride 0D nanoparticles from Ted Pella Inc.~Redding, CA, USA! were diluted in methanol and sonicated. Subsequently, they were deposited on copper grids~300 mesh! covered with laceycarbon for TEM/STEM observation. One-dimensional boron carbide nanowires were synthesized using a low pressure chemical vapor deposition technique on silica and alumina substrates. These nanowires were scraped off the surface of the substrate and deposited on similar grids as mentioned above for electron microscopy analysis. Two-dimensional electroplated Cu interconnects of 120 nm linewidth were provided by Freescale TM Semiconductor. Fluorinatedtetraethoxysilane was used as the interlayer dielectric while SiC~N! was used as the passivation layer. To prepare the specimen for TEM/STEM observation, 3 mm discs were first cut using an ultrasonic technique. These discs were subjected to mechanical polishing and dimpling down to a thickness of ;5 mm after which they were ion-milled to achieve electron transparency.
Microscope Alignment and Operation
A JEOL 2010F field emission TEM/STEM instrument equipped with an ultrahigh resolution~URP! pole piecẽ C s ϭ 0.5 mm! and operated at 200 kV is used for imaging and diffraction purposes. Initially, the specimen is placed at the eucentric height, and a phase contrast image is taken using regular TEM illumination. Subsequently, the operating mode is changed from TEM to STEM. However, when this switch is performed, the condenser and intermediate lenses assume their default values under STEM configuration. Therefore, both sets of lenses need to be adjusted for D-STEM alignment and operation. First, in the SPOT1 STEM mode, a spot size is set up with a strongly excited first condenser lens~C1 ϭ 5.90 V!. Next, to enable voltage center alignment under parallel illumination, a camera length setting is customized by adjusting the intermediate lenses to project the image plane on the viewing screen. Following this procedure, the Free-Lens control function of the microscope is activated. Here, the CM lenses are tuned to maximum excitation~8.06 V!. In addition, the voltage of the third condenser lens~C3! is adjusted so that the cross-over produced after C3 enables the formation of a cross-over after CM near the front focal plane of the objective prefield lens.
After setting up the aforementioned lens configuration, voltage-center alignment is carried out to position the electron beam along the optical axis of the objective lens. The condenser deflector settings are also adjusted to correct for condenser astigmatism. In this fashion, the strength of the pre-specimen lenses is not affected during beam alignment, in contrast to the Ronchigram technique. After voltagecenter alignment, the smallest condenser aperture~10 mm! is inserted and centered. At this point, the incident beam on the specimen is nearly parallel and 1-2 nm in size. Next, the intermediate lenses are readjusted~camera length setting! in the STEM mode to project the back focal plane onto the charge-coupled device~CCD! camera. At this point, brightfield STEM images are recorded using the DigiScan TM detector. The beam is then controlled using the beam-center tool of DigiScan TM and accurately positioned on the acquired bright-field image at the structure of interest. Under these conditions, a diffraction pattern from the region of interest is acquired using the MultiScan TM CCD camera. The beam is then translated across the recorded image and diffraction patterns are captured on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The sequence of steps associated with the D-STEM technique is depicted in Fig. 1 .
Calibration and Convergence Angle Estimation
A @110# single crystal silicon specimen was used to calibrate the camera constant of the microscope. The convergence angle was estimated based on the principle that an electron beam incident on the specimen at an angle with respect to the optic axis in real space is displaced from the optic axis in reciprocal space by the same angle. In a mathematical form, this can be expressed as
where a is the semiangle of convergence, X is the diameter of the~000! spot, Y is the linear distance between~000! and the~hkl ! spot, l is the electron wavelength at 200 keV, and d hkl is the interplanar spacing for the corresponding~hkl ! plane. The diameter of the forward spot was determined using the full-width at half-maximum measurement of intensity. Calculations based upon the diffraction pattern obtained from the specimen used for calibration purposes yielded a convergence angle of 0.70 mrad.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison between D-STEM and Conventional Electron Diffraction Techniques
A schematic representation of the ray path during D-STEM, STEM/CBED, and TEM/NBD is depicted in Figure 2 . In D-STEM mode~Fig. 2a!, the first condenser lens~C1! is strongly excited to produce a strong demagnification of the electron source. This condition is similar to the STEM/ CBED mode~Fig. 2b!, where the sharp crossover after C1 is conjugate to the electron probe on the specimen, resulting in a smaller beam size on the specimen. Furthermore, to obtain sharper maxima at the diffraction plane, a low convergence angle on the specimen is desirable. Therefore, the smallest available C2 aperture is employed in the D-STEM mode, which results in a convergence angle ,1 mrad and also reduces the area of illumination. In STEM/CBED, a larger convergence angle is typically desired to obtain a small probe size on the specimen. A higher convergence of the beam causes more diffraction from higher order Laue zones, which is useful for determining crystal symmetry. However, the major distinction between D-STEM and STEM/ CBED is the use of CM lens in maximum excitation~8.06 V! in the D-STEM mode. Under this condition, by adjusting the C3 lens in such a manner that a demagnified source is formed just before the CM lens, the strongly excited CM lens forms a crossover close to the front focal plane of the objective prefield lens~Fig. 2a!. This results in a nearly parallel illumination on the specimen. The strong excitation of the CM lens also reduces the size of the crossover formed before the objective prefield lens, consequently resulting in a reduction of the probe size on the specimen. On the contrary, in STEM/CBED, the CM lens is deactivated. As a result, the parallel beam following C3 sets up a virtual source at an infinite distance for the objective prefield lens. This leads to a sharply converged probe at the specimen that is at the focal plane of the objective lens~Fig. 2b!. Furthermore, in D-STEM, it is desired to project the image of the source at the front focal plane of the objective prefield, to minimize the convergence angle. On the other hand, if the image of the aperture is projected at the front focal plane of the objective prefield, the demagnification of the aperture~at the front focal plane! by the CM lens is insufficient to obtain a low convergence angle.
The electron ray path in the TEM/NBD mode is depicted in Figure 2c . Although the lens configurations in this mode coupled with a small C2 aperture result in a quasiparallel illumination on the specimen, the absence of a scanning system renders this technique incapable of obtaining an image and diffraction pattern simultaneously without altering the prespecimen lens conditions. Frequent switching between imaging and diffraction modes may result in problems of beam shifts as mentioned previously in the article.
The alignment procedure in D-STEM is essentially different from that in STEM/CBED mode. In the D-STEM mode, because the illumination conditions are very similar to those in regular TEM mode, voltage-center alignment is carried out to position the electron beam along the optic axis of the objective lens. This is in contrast to the Ronchigram alignment, which is typically used in the STEM/CBED mode. As previously mentioned, the use of the CM lens in D-STEM significantly distorts the shape of the Ronchigram, thereby making the astigmatism correction process inaccurate and very time consuming. This occurs due to difficulties involved in mechanically aligning the center of the CM lens perfectly with the optic axis~Voyles & Muller, 2002!. Furthermore, in the STEM/CBED setting, the intermediate lenses are conditioned to project the back focal plane onto the viewing screen. However, to optimize the ray path in D-STEM, the intermediate lenses are configured to project the image plane on to the viewing screen, so as to facilitate precise alignment of the electron beam on the specimen.
It is also important to emphasize that the D-STEM technique is essentially diffraction-oriented. The image resolution in D-STEM is determined by the probe size. For small probe defining apertures employed in D-STEM, the geometrical diameter~as defined by the emission! is primarily broadened by the diffraction limit. The diameter of the diffraction-error discs~half-width of the airy distribution!, STEM Electron Diffraction Technique 617 calculated for convergence angles from 0.7-1 mrad at 200 kV yielded probes of size 1-2 nm. Depending on the requirements, the convergence angle and thus the probe size on the specimen can be controlled by tuning the strength of the C3 lens in the column. However, the off-axis beams reaching the prefield objective lens suffer slight distortions before reaching the specimen, which in turn results in a slight decrease in the resolution of the image. Nevertheless, the spatial resolution of the image is still perfectly good to position the quasi-parallel nanoprobe at the structure of interest, as will be shown in the next sections. Although in this article bright-field STEM imaging is used to demonstrate the implementation of the D-STEM technique, it is possible to perform the same operations using dark-field STEM imaging. Finally, it is noteworthy that to set up the D-STEM illumination condition in a TEM/STEM, a fourstage condenser system optical column equipped with a CM lens or equivalent is required. It is also important to equip the TEM/STEM with a cross-correlation drift corrector system to account for sample-drift related problems.
D-STEM Analysis on 0D Nanomaterials
Silver and boron nitride nanoparticles were used for imaging and diffraction analysis. The bright-field STEM image in Figure 3a , taken under D-STEM conditions, depicts an agglomerate of silver nanoparticles. To obtain the diffraction pattern from a single particle in the agglomerate, the D-STEM probe was positioned on particle P1~;4 nm in size!. Figure 3b shows the spot diffraction pattern from particle P1. Regular indexing procedure revealed that the orientation of particle P1 was near the @112# zone axis Fig. 3b !. To further test the power of this technique for very small nanostructures, boron nitride nanoparticles, as small as 3 nm, were imaged under the D-STEM mode~Fig. 3c!. A spot diffraction pattern~Fig. 3d! was obtained from a boron nitride particle measuring 3 nm in size~particle P2 in Fig. 3c !. The diffraction pattern indicates a @001# zone axis orientation of the particle. The acquired diffraction patterns clearly demonstrate that, despite the high particle density, it is possible to obtain crisp and easily indexable diffraction patterns from individual nanoparticles using D-STEM. Figure 4a shows a high-resolution transmission electron microscope~HRTEM! image of boron carbide nanowires measuring 50 nm in width with a 20 nm crystalline core and 30 nm amorphous carbon shell. A lower magnification image of these nanowires taken in D-STEM bright-field mode is shown in Figure 4b . Boron carbide exists in multiple stoichiometries and crystal structures~Amberger et al., 1981!. Previous attempts to determine the crystal structure of these nanowires by conventional X-ray powder diffraction technique failed due to the little quantity of available material and the thick amorphous shell covering the boron carbide core, which resulted in a high intensity background. To address this issue, the D-STEM technique was employed to determine the crystal structure and growth direction of the nanowires. Once the bright-field D-STEM image of the nanowire was acquired~Fig. 4b!, the parallel probe was translated across the width of the wire and the beam positioned at points I and II~Fig. 4b! from where diffraction patterns were obtained. As shown in Figure 4c , the diffraction pattern taken from the inner region of the nanowire~I in 
D-STEM Analysis on 1D Nanomaterials
D-STEM Analysis on 2D Nanomaterials
Bright-field STEM planar observations of 120 nm interconnect copper lines revealed a predominantly bamboo grain structure with few annealing twins and dislocations across the width of the line~Fig. 5a!. Local texture variations across narrow interconnect structures have not been thoroughly investigated due to difficulties in obtaining crystal information from individual nanoscale features. So far, conventional electron backscattered diffraction technique has been employed to acquire orientation-related information from nanocrystalline grains over a large area. However, even with an SEM equipped with FEG, depending on the atomic number of the analyzed specimen, it is extremely challenging to obtain orientation information from grains smaller than 20 nm in size~Rolland et al., 2002; Humphreys, 2004!, which is not sufficient to obtain local orientation from the nanosized copper grains present in narrow linewidths. Although conventional Kikuchi mapping using TEM is an option for characterizing individual nanocrystalline grains, large specimen tilts required to translate along Kikuchi lines can be a limiting factor in TEMs equipped with URP pole pieces. Furthermore, the Rutherford-like incoherent scattering events required to form Kikuchi lines are greatly reduced in thinner specimens~Fultz & Howe, 2001!.
In the current work, the D-STEM probe was accurately positioned at a point of interest on the image and the diffraction pattern was obtained. Subsequently, the beam was translated across various grains in the recorded image Figure 4b showing the crystalline structure and a near @0 N11# beam direction; d! diffraction pattern from region II in Figure 4b depicting an amorphous structure.
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to identify changes in crystal orientation. In the case of Figure 5a , diffraction patterns from regions labeled I, II, and III, respectively, are depicted in Figures 5b-d . The diffraction pattern obtained from grain I reveals a near @100# orientation~Fig. 5b!, while grain II is oriented near the @110# direction~Fig. 5c!. Movement of the beam near the grain boundary region in Figure 5a revealed diffraction information from both grains I and II~Fig. 5d!. It can be inferred from these results that the D-STEM technique offers high levels of accuracy for obtaining sharp diffraction patterns from nanoscale grains and interfaces. The aforementioned results are critical in determining the degree of misorientation between adjacent copper grains along an interconnect line. Knowledge of the misorientation is critical in fundamentally understanding the state of local stresses in highly anisotropic copper structures during thermal cycling and/or electromigration. Overall, this technique can also be used as a powerful tool for characterizing the structure of interfaces in thin films.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have demonstrated that the D-STEM technique, which consists of a parallel illumination of 1-2 nm, can be set up in STEM mode using a TEM/STEM equipped with a four-stage condenser system. The D-STEM probe can be scanned to obtain bright-field/dark-field STEM images, as well as controlled and accurately positioned on the image at nanostructures, as small as 3 nm in size, to obtain sharp spot diffraction patterns. This technique has been employed to characterize individual nanoparticles in an ensemble, crystalline and amorphous nanoscale regions across nanowires, and individual nanocrystalline grains in nanoscale interconnects. A comparison between D-STEM and conventional electron diffraction techniques clearly shows the advantages of D-STEM.
Currently, efforts are underway to automate the D-STEM process for spot diffraction pattern acquisitions using SDI, ACT, and Digistar TM . Such integration will combine the rich information of electron diffraction with the spatially resolved power of spectrum imaging~line and area scans!, thereby enabling a fast pixel-by-pixel acquisition of diffraction patterns. Figure 5a , representing crystal orientation close to @100#;~c! diffraction pattern obtained from grain labeled II in Figure 5a , representing a near @110# crystal orientation;~d! diffraction pattern from the region labeled III in Figure 5a , showing diffraction information from both grains I and II.
